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Bain sets book due date

April 30 is the due date for all library books according to Tom Bain, director of the Learning Resources Center.

Students should be reminded that they do not return their library books.

Survey reflects opinions

"Students who plan to graduate May 8 and have not taken an exit interview need to do so immediately," said James L. Reneke, director of Career Services.

The survey is designed to reflect the opinions of the graduating students. It is not, he said, an opinion survey according to the admissions office.

Banquet guests sought

Reminder for the Spring Formal Banquet, which will be held on Thursday, April 18 in the Bruce Carter Student Union Ballroom, sponsored by the student senate.

"Tickets are not selling well and we need more participation," said Karen Hautz, co-chairman of the banquet.

Deadline for the tickets will be on April 28 at 4:30. They may be purchased in the business office or from Dr. Converse.

Union selects council

The Baptist Student Union announced the executive council and minority council members for the fall semester.

Serving as co-presidents, a first for the organization, will be Kyra Ecker, freshman, and Betty Kulth, sophomore. Ecker will also serve as charge of worship, which requires her to schedule speakers for weekday services.

Hall will be in charge of outreach along with Bruce Walker, freshman from Prairie Grove, Ark.

Mark Judkins, freshman, and Karen Epperson, freshman, will be charge of missions.

Dr. Converse said that the council members are responsible for running the organization.

Those interested in missions will be responsible for funding the mission trips through the spring semester.

Candidates file for posts

Student senate elections will be held Wednesday, April 30, from 10 a.m. through 2 p.m. in the Bruce G. Carter Student Union.

Election of a new president for the fall semester will be the only order on the agenda, due to the continuing lack of candidates for the offices of vice-president, secretary, and the two posts of senators at large.

A special election will be held for the fall semester in the spring.

Candidates for the post of student senate president include Karen Suck, sophomore, Sunrise Mosier, sophomore, Bruce Walker, Prairie Grove, Ar., freshman, and John Wayne Mize, Marshall, Ar., freshman.

"I feel that I am the logical person for the position of student senate president because of my previous experience," Suck said.

Suck said that she has been a member of the Student Senate and the Aggie Student Council.

Walker is currently a freshman class treasurer and member of the Aggie Student Union.

Mize is an agriculture major and a member of the Aggie Student Union.

Hey! Participants watch inter-dorm president Nick Fusas, sophomore from Tulsa, as he organizes the activities for the annual Battle of the Dorms contest, with the help of Harold Hall dorm mom Lori Johnson and Eugene Prewett.

"I feel this is an exciting opportunity to become more involved in student senate. It would also enable me to more fully serve the student body," said Fusas.
Society dictates "hurt friends"

In today's society, people are brought up to violence and sexual perversion, everyone talks about how bad the world is, but who does anything to make it better? Today, everyone wants to have friends. But many times these people do not want to be a friend. People who are supposed to be someone's friend ends up doing things on them by saying things behind their back.

To prevent this sort of evil, we must speak to each other. Society as a whole must be united in order to prevent such acts. People have the power to prevent such acts from happening and they must learn to care for their friends. Therefore, ordinary people are compelled to try the same, to show their friends the same thing.

People should take time to investigate their situations, before respecting their friends. Friends are all we have. But if we take advantage of them, they will not stay with us through hard times.

People are pressured not only on their lives, "you hurt the one you love the most." This is heard and children end up believing. When they are apart, they take it out on the people they love the most (i.e. family and friends). It is difficult to express this so often, then perhaps society would be rid of being hurt so bad, by family members and friends.

Everyone has a problem with having people do bad things to them, that they do bad things to people, before they can do it to them. And moreover, the people who make these choices are the ones closest to society.

Society dictators many of these attitudes to us. For instance, until there was so much publicity on kidnapping, there were half as many. And until there was so much coverage on drunk driving, there was only half as many offenders.

Television is probably the largest contributor to these injustices. T.V., is the most influential of all the media. It dictates to society, society dictates to people that, people to children, and the list goes on. And before we realize what happened, we are all programmed to assume the same beliefs.

People should take time to decide for themselves about situations. There is no sense in letting anyone else or society tell us what to believe. There is one of each of us and we can make our own decisions.
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Diversions

by Brent Clemence

Once again, this week our nargal campaign has been over-run by the little people.

No cheese wasn't enough, running around campfire with our "3D" bonfire throwing bubble-gum wasps as well.

It wasn't large group of pigeons on a field trip either. The fact is that Tuesday and Wednesday of this week was Junior high chaff and bad day respectively.

While I realize there were many who have looked forward to this wonderful happening, perhaps even having it circled on a calendar, I for one was a bit surprised.

A tremendous opportunity this gives us as college students. Once again we have the chance to socialize with people who still use chewing gum.

Moving on to more unusual matters, will there be war with Libya? Tripoli would be a great place to visit but I wouldn't want to operate a sub-machine gun there.

Still it would be worth going to war if it was for the purpose of decreasing terrorism and killing Gaddafi. If those very terrorists are determined to knock us Americans who are not blow up Linda Soundtrack's or Dave Rock's house.

While on the subject of rock and roll, I guess they are still planning to put warning labels on rock albums. Oh well, I imagine all this controversy has gotten some of our respectable donors a few much wanted attention in the media.

I'm sure most rock fans don't need labels to know what albums they wish to purchase. It will all these incoming informers confused and want a many record but need help in finding one.

The government is once again marketing the consumer, and since the drinking age is now twenty-one, after a hard day of letting Lyndon Johnson make our life so easy it won't be a Miller time. Because after all we are old enough to drink for our lives for our country but apparently not mature enough to drink 3.2 beer.

The majority of those who decided to do our drinking age at twenty-one is comparable to saying that, in my opinion, you are a ready-made chicken.

Yet another of our personal freedoms is being trampled on.

Kevin's Korner

by Kevin Eddings

Have you noticed how everyone's mood has been changing gradually ever since tying (32)? People have a tendency to change their moods shortly before the end of a job. In our case the job is completing a semester of school and for many of us, the year will be full. Therefore, it is understandable to find that everyone is one edge. Take for instance teachers. They have worked an only a few more days to make passing grade. But all we want is to do is get us through this semester so we can go on vacation, or whatever.

The end is finally near. We have worked hard all year long to make passing grade. But all we want is to go on vacation and have a little class of sunbath.

The administration is allowing us to get this semester over with so we can start with our new freshman class. And as soon as they achieve this, they will start recruiting again.

It would not seem as bad if the last few weeks of school would drag on and we don't get to go on vacation. On the other hand, we shall always take the longer.

Sophomores are wanting to get out of NED and get on vacation and possibly better things. Such things include:

1. Careers in their specialized field.

2. Taking a trip to the Bahamas (which they can't afford, but)

3. Finally going to a different school.

4. Freshmen want to get out of school because:

They want to take the last few weeks off work

They want to get a job and worry about school later.

They want to see that old boy/girl friend from before the semester.

The problem is do the teachers and administration do during summer vacation?

All kidding aside, we should take some time to thank all our teachers for the wonderful job they did with our college students. They don't help us out.

Whatever the case they deserve a break (but why don't they do McDonald's)?
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Music review

by Henry Hoffman

In the wake of Live Aid and USA for Africa, comes "Hear '9 AID," the heavy metal benefit for Ethiopia.

Officially channeled through USA for Africa, the "Hear '9 AID" was originally recorded in May of last year, but had been in post production for months. There were also rumors that the song had some trouble securing a label for distribution.

Masterminded by Ronnie James Dio, the band incorporates some heavy metal roots, but features a variety of sounds. This is an accosting covered. Plus, "Hear '9 AID" was this, it was pure, no hold rock anthems.

The bad ones are divided among such singers as: Eric Bloom (Blue Oyster Cult), Ronnie James Dio (Dio), Paul Shortino (Rough Cutt), Armstrong (King Kong), Vinnie Appolo, Jimmy Bain, Vivian Campbell, Claus Norby, Ronnie James Dio (Dio), Frankie Banali, Carlos Cavazo, Kevin Keeler (Quiet Riot), Alec Bland, Rock Shera (Blue Oyster Cult), Jeff Pilson, Michael Anthony (Judas Priest), Brad Gillis (Night Ranger), Craig Goldy (Whitesnake).

Musically, the song is very driving, and drives the message home with fire and intensity. The singers are not as much declaring that they are stars, as they are emphasizing that we are all stars in the sky, and in life.

The guitar solos are some of the best that the artists have played in their careers. The solos have all given creditable performances, and the entire effort makes the "Hear '9 AID" one of the best of Ethiopian benefit songs.

Some people might be surprised that the moronic are now doing something for the famine relief, but in View of Neil of Mersey Crise said, "If everyone here is a devil worshiper, then why are we helping kids?"

"Stargazer and songs will never change it, so we are calling you." The message in the song is left in the listeners mind after they hear "Stars">

The problem is still out there, and it will still not be over school. But with some-everything else except "How '9 AID?" the problem may soon be over.
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Paul finishes long campus career

Kathy Ilston

As post office employee, vocational technology secretary, and country western dance instructor, Linda Paul has expressed interest in students and instruction over a 22-year period that will end Thursday.

"I need to find something to fill my time, but I feel like I will be going up of my identity when I retire from Dr. Wilhite's office," said Paul.

"It will be hard to leave,"

Paul has been technology secretary for the past 19 years and worked in the post office for five years before that.

Paul was taking courses at this college in 1944 when she received her original job in the post office. When there was the possibility the government might not renew the campus station, Paul applied for a secretarial position.

"My husband suggested that I take some secretarial classes which would allow me to have a stable job in case anything happened to him. After I did and applied for a position, I worked in Dr. Wilhite's office on a trial basis and found them a great bunch to work for," Paul explained.

Her husband originally introduced Paul to the campus when they moved to Miami from Chisholm in 1944 as he could attend school on a football scholarship while she worked in the local doctor's office.

Paul found the change from a doctor's office to the college post office very enjoyable.

"When I worked in the post office, I fell like the student's mother, counselor, and friend because I would give them the valuable letter that they had been waiting for. I loved the daily contact with the students," commented Paul.

Through her contact with students, Paul has changed, Paul's in such a way that "...students are still fine even though I do work more with faculty now. There is always something new in this department, and it is always changing," said Paul.

Over the years, Paul has been witness to extreme changes. The student union was a set of barracks, the former students union was between Kahle and others and the cafeteria was located in Kahle and served student lunches.

Paul has also encountered variety in her job as a 4-H department secretary. She works not only for Dr. Wilhite but also for thirteen other faculty members in 4-H and several others outside who are part of the department.

"I work in the schedules with Dr. Wilhite, plan the advisory council dinner each year, type certificates, have worked on both CETA and Job Training Incentive Programs, the Panamanian project as well as other daily secretarially duties," said Paul.

Through these duties have ended, Paul plans to continue teaching her country western dance class. The class which has run for five years has been very successful.

"It plan on playing a lot of golf, laying by the pool, and doing volunteer work at the hospital. I don't want to settle down and nothing in all the time. I plan to keep busy," said Paul.

Paul plans to continue living in this area and believes this is the best area in the United States to raise children. She has raised both a boy and a girl and now has three grand-children in Miami and Woodward.

Reasons for retiring include the fact that she would be in financial need if she would be working, the tax man said it would be more beneficial to income taxes, and more important her husband is retired already.

Coed ends stereotype

Henry Hoffman

When one mentions the word "promiscuous," the image conjures up usually one of a man draped in black, the sort of person one expects to see driving a hard car.

When one mentions Coon, the moral image is that of a woman with charm, but perhaps lacking a little bit of the moral character. A person who endures and endures death. This may be a little socially, or even a little mentally, but Coon for Coon, this newly helps her re-emphasize her career end.

"Sure it seems a little bit odd, but someone has to do it," said Coon. "Somebody has to do it."

"...Besides, the pay is very good, and you get to drive all," added Coon.

The Drye freshmen's major (mysticism) is a special field and requires some special schools and on-the-job training.

"I'm taking the basics here at the college, and on the weekend, we work for a newspaper in Knoxville."

"When I am finished here, I will go on to Dallas to the University of Texas to work for the University's publications."

If Food's Become an Obsession, Call Us

The Saint Francis Hospital Eating Disorders Unit in Tulsa helps anorexics, bulimics and compulsive over-eaters find better ways to cope. Call us for a free consultation.

1-800-722-6424

If Food's Become an Obsession

An Accounting principles course has been scheduled at the same time block for those students who do not meet the requirements of the honors program.
TAGGEDOUT

Lady Noble leftfielder Charlene Stead is tagged out by Connie State’s catcher in an attempt to slide in to home plate. The lady’s sweep a doublenm from the Cowgirl Monday afternoon. 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM.

**Netters end season**

Closing out the regular season, the Golden Netters squad dropped both matches in the Cowgirl State College, 6-4 and 6-1, Monday afternoon at the Netter’s conference.

In case of all time, the following team will be used to determine the playoff teams:

A. The head-to-head games of the teams who had lost
B. In the event A does not set the tie, the total runs of
each team for the season.

**Lady softball team visits Johnson County Tournament**

With a full week of doubleheaders, the Lady Netters will wrap up the season today at 1:00 p.m. at the J.C.C.A.A. softball field.

The netters started the week off against Connors State, last time on the Lady Netters diamond. Following a 10-0 shutout over the Cowgirl in the first inning of the first game, the Lady Netters scored two runs in the seventh inning for a 3-0 win in the nightgame.

Freshman right-hander Midlothian’s Carter toss a three-hitter against Connors in the first game Monday afternoon. Carter struck out one without issuing a walk while compiling a 3-7 season record at press time.

Lincoln College, Lincoln, and Coffeyville Community College, Coffeyville along with Seward, Chanute, Kan., and Coffey will be at the tournament, Kansas City, Kan. and St. Louis Community College are also expected to be there.

‘We’ve been rather off and on in our pacing. The last seven ball games, the young ladies have been playing well. We made a couple of fine up changes, and we’ve found the team that we will probably be going with for the remainder of the season,” says coach Robert Maxwell.

The Lady Netters will begin play this weekend at 2:00 on field.

**Reynolds Boot Shop**

We have a wide selection of Justin Ropers in a variety of colors, Resistol Hats, Wrangler Jeans, Goose Down Jackets.

11 S. Main
Layaway Plan Available
Phone 542-6013
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